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R&D Goals and Motivation as described in roadmap 28.10.

-- Sustainability: Limitation of power consumption despite orders of magnitude higher luminosity need in electron based colliders

-- The near term 10 MW, 2K program: 100 mA currents, Niobium SRF at optimum frequency, Q0 3 1010 to 1011 , beam based

-- The longer term 4.4K program: R&D for power economy, 20 MV/m, 5 1010 Q0: ambition comparable to high field magnet program

- Next step in ERL technology 
- Crucial development for Europe to stay as recognised partner for US, Russia and Japan
- Technology base for decision on LHeC and FCC-eh, 802 MHz cryomodule demonstrator for FCC-ee feasibility
- Low energy particle and nuclear physics: nuclear photonics, exotic isotope spectroscopy, elastic ep (p radius, weak i.a.), dark photons
- Industrial applications such as Photolithography at nm scale, FELs (low and high E), inverse gamma sources,  pico-second Xray sources 

- Next generation ERL technology: power (heat transfer) efficiency enhanced by factor of three: 300 à 100 MW
- Enabling a 500 GeV 1036 cm-2s-1 luminosity ERL based linear collider for per cent measurement of Higgs self-coupling [backup]
- Transfer of superconducting RF technology to smaller labs à revitalisation of the field and its industrial base 
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3-fold Roadmap Structure (executive summary)

First presented
to LDG 30.9.21
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Ongoing/forthcoming facilities
S-DALINAC - Darmstadt

CBETA - Cornell

MESA- Mainz (from 2024)

cERL – KEK (50 years..)  

Recuperator – BINP (warm)

A challenging international ERL development program (no roadmap resource required).

See roadmap and long write-up for much more info.

Training, operation

Support EIC CeC

Exps, polarised, HOM

Industry, 10mA, Nb3Sn

90MHz, FEL
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Roadmap integrates high current current source and 2K developments
into the two facilities (part C): 

bERLinPRO: 1.3 GHz, 100mA, 1-pass & PERLE: 802 MHz, 20mA,  3 passes Roadmap: long term cavity R&D towards 4.4K: SRF Panel
ERL: full module in beam test (2030?) PERLE or bERLinPRO

p.156

p.155

SRF elliptical cavity gun at bERLinPro: new 100mA module

ALICE  (20mA) PERLE:

- Operation at 20 MV/m with Q0 > 3 1010

- Extraction of HOM power from Helium bath
- Damping of HOMs to prevent beam break up 
- Reduction of RF power via Fast Reactive Tuners (FRT)
- 100mA sources (SRF and DC photocathode) 

- Nb3SN coating via vapour infusion, sputtering or ALD
- Evaluation of other superconductors as NbN, NbTiN, V3S
- Cavity tuners to avoid detachment of coating

Boost cryogenic efficiency and chill cavities with cryocoolers, no lHe

arXiv:2008.00599 

In parallel:
nitrogen 
diffusion 
and doping 
to reach 1011
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R&D: HOM@hiT, Twins, Diagnostics

2.7 MCHF in 6 years

1.4 MCHF in 5 years

3.5 MCHF in 6 years

MCHF FTE
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HOM damping to room T                       Twin Cavities

1.5 GHz twin axis Nb cavity

HyeKyoung Park 
SRF2017 Lanzhou                           

B
HOM power is usually extracted from the cavities and 

brought out to ~50K to reduce the thermal load

About 7% of the power is dissipated at 2K in the ILC

For high-current ERLs, this would be unacceptable

R&D Goal: >99% of HOM power transferred to room 
temperature

Possible technique: on-cell damping

Frank Marhauser: http://dx.doi.org/10.1088/1361-6668/aa6b8d

H. Park, S. De Silva, J. Delayen, A. Hutton and F. Marhauser, “Development of a 
Superconducting Twin Axis Cavity, doi:10.18429/JACoW-LINAC2016-THPLR037. 

V. Konoplev, K. Metodiev, A. J. Lancaster, G. Burt, R. Ainsworth and A. Seryi, “Experimental 
studies of 7-cell dual axis asymmetric cavity for energy recovery linac”, Phys. Rev. Accel. 
Beams 20 (2017) no.10, 103501. 

“compatible with Nb3SN 
vapor deposition process”

7-cell cavity in Al

Reduce bbu, cost, ..:   R&D for a decade for cryomodule
Experience at Jlab + Old Dominion U and John Adams + Cockcroft

Input to roadmap being written, link to LHC:
Extract 1kW per HOM coupler at 400 MHz to warm via RF
Higher may need waveguide (Graeme Burt) 
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bERLinPRO

Goal: 10m A operation, 100 mA SRF gun, full, 1.3 GHz
cavity cryostate module with FRT (CERN) by mid 20ies.
à High current ERL operation (single pass) and study

7.4 MCHF in 5 years 8



PERLE

10 MW 3-pass operation in two steps; development of
802 MHz technology; physics and further R&D (4.4K)

ßFCCee demonstrator

13.9 MCHF in 4 years (250 MeV) 9



CEBAF 5 pass

12 GeV (11 passes) beam to Hall D, 11 GeV to A,B,C

Experiment Run schedule for 2024
Important test of ERLs for high energy application

Electron Cooler for EICC Two ERL facilities in progress in the US
Important for, but not part of this Roadmap

Decision 
expected 
with CD2

Derbenev, Litvinenko
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titel Total of 43.1 MCHF in 10 years

92 FTE in total (labs contributing too)

37.1 if less aspirational 
(4.4K CM after 2030, 
no polarised gun for PERLE soon)

24 MCHF up to 2026

The panel recommends the
ERL Program as here presented
for support :

Funding for coming 5 years:

< 5 MCHF / year
PERLE 2.8 M/y (besides IJCLab infrastructure)

bERLinPRO 1.5 M/y
R&D 0.6

p175 11



Concluding sentences of roadmap

Status: Draft still read by ERL Panel and authors: deadline 4.4.   Updates Friday, very latest Monday 8.11.
Publication of Long Write-UP: end of November (includes long version of e+e- evaluation, facility tables..)
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Tentative Conclusions
Priority is the 10 MW frontier: bERLinPRO fully equipped and PERLE 250 MeV, both  by ~2026 
à new generation of low energy experiments, technology for medium energy (50 GeV) ERL for ep, impact on industry and ERL itself
Next generation of High Energy (> 100 GeV) electron accelerators (e+e-, HE FCC-eh) needs key technologies to be developed
à Nb3SN and 4.4 K (sputtering Europe/CERN, thin film rather US), high T HOM damping, high(er) current OP and diagnostics, Twin cavities

A facilities are operational but have important programs, MESA (polarized) coming up; B beam by 2026; C 2032
Note that A,B,C are all interlinked. 

A operational facilities: sDALINAC, MESA in Europe, cBETA (US), Recuperator (Ru), cERL (J). European facilities basically covered
B new facilities and their technology: bERLinPRO (m MEuro) and PERLE (nn MEuro – cost + time reduced by in kind components)
C 4.4K and Nb3SN (cost depends on technology chosen [m sputtering, n Sn vapor diffusion]); high T HOM damping (?);

diagnostics (?); twin cavity (depends on whether there will be a European development –JAI?)     

The field, especially in Europe, needs funding, coordination and inclusion. The genuine sustainability development we have. 

A,B,C and developments at other places (e.g. HZ Rossendorf) are much interlinked. ERLs are global (missing China, so far) 
ERLs are required for high E+L ep, yy, e+e-, muon? colliders. Links exist to SRF, Plasma, Muons. Technology for FCC-ee, …   

Huge opportunities with very high intensity (PERLE = 1000 ELI) and small emittance: MESA (> 2024), PERLE (>2027)
Weak interactions, dark matter, nuclear photonics through IGS, exotic isotope spectroscopy, …  

*)

*)  Questions posed by Dave Newbold in ECFA Newsletter No 7 (28.9.21)

From 30.9.



Key Technology R&D longer term

Motivation

Technology perspective (long recognized, envisaged applications in waste water treatment or medical isotope production)  
increase T from 2K to 4.4K which makes technology widely accessible - leads to Nb3Sn or other superconductor instead of pure Niobium 
Nb:  Tc 9K à high Q0 and small heat dissipation [but few 108 at 4K]. Nb3Sn:  Tc 18 K potentially higher Q0

HEP Collider perspective: 
single pass electron energy accelerator in ERL mode with E > 100 GeV costs few 100 MW of cryopower, i.e. loose the energy recovery gain
4.4 K has 3 times better performance than 2K, lower frequency than ILC (not too low for size), higher Q0
à Then reach 500 GeV with 1036 cm-2s-1 and O(100) MW total power, the ERL design of a next generation e+e- collider

4.4K and Nb3SN program

Requirements

4.4 K cryo-cavity technology for 600-800 MHz frequency.  Aim at Q0 ~ 5 1010 and gradients about 20 MV/m

C



Tri-Linear Higgs Coupling in e+e-

arXiv:1901.05897

CLIC: 1.4 TeV 2.5 ab-1 and 3 TeV 5 ab-1

10% error on tri-linear H-HH coupling
[-29 - +67% for 1.4 TeV alone]  

Kinematic limit of e e à Z H H : M(Z) + 2 M(H) = 341 GeV

ZHH unpolarised cross section maximum at 500 GeV:  O(0.1) fb

O(1034) cm-2s-1 luminosity gives 1 ab-1 in ten years: 100 events (A=1)

O(1036) cm-2s-1 luminosity should produce 10 000 events à few %
and 300 fb * 100 ab-1 = 3 107 ZH events, 
à opens rare H decay channel programme in e+e-

This is a strong case for a next generation linear ee collider

Gradient 20*f MV/m: two 25/f km linacs:

It needs: Twin cavities, 4.5K, Nb3SN, Q0 towards 1011

On CERC and ERLC: cf slides shown to LDG 8.9., subpanel report imminent:
neither of the two concepts is ready to “just” replace the canonical 
FCC-ee or ILC designs à leads to a known R&D program.30.9.21



Report on CERC and ERLC

A 5-pages report drafted and agreed by sub-Panel – out for factual check to the authors and for comments to Panel
Include in Roadmap report and (possibly and extended version) as an Appendix in the ERL long write-up 4



[from a report to LDG 5/21]
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Remarks on ERL based Colliders (eh, muons)

Energy frontier DIS has been part of HEP
and is necessary for going beyond the SM. 
The EIC has obviously a different role.

LHeC and FCC-eh are partners of LHC and FCC. The
cleanest high resolution telescopes world can build.
Rechecking the power economy of LHeC (100MW).

ERL technology concept of LHeC has wide range of
HEP applications: yy collider, FCCee injector, HE XFEL à

arXiv:2106.03255
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ERL Roadmap

To SRF

A tentative schedule - Jens Knobloch 17


